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Markets at a glance
Price / Yield
/ Spread

Change
1 week

Index MTD
return

Index YTD
return

US Treasury 10 year

1.61%

15 bps

-0.4%

-3.1%

German Bund 10 year

-0.13%

9 bps

-0.3%

-3.2%

UK Gilt 10 year

1.21%

21 bps

-1.5%

-9.0%

Japan 10 year

0.09%

3 bps

-0.1%

-0.2%

Global Investment Grade

92 bps

1 bps

-0.5%

-1.5%

Euro Investment Grade

86 bps

1 bps

-0.2%

-0.6%

US Investment Grade

90 bps

1 bps

-0.6%

-1.7%

David Oliphant

UK Investment Grade

89 bps

1 bps

-1.1%

-4.4%

Executive Director,
Fixed Income

Asia Investment Grade

201 bps

3 bps

-0.4%

-0.4%

Euro High Yield

331 bps

11 bps

-0.5%

3.2%

US High Yield

320 bps

0 bps

-0.3%

4.3%

Asia High Yield

827 bps

123 bps

-5.3%

-11.3%

David Oliphant

EM Sovereign

326 bps

-3 bps

-0.6%

-2.1%

Macro / Government bonds,
Investment Grade Credit

EM Local

5.4%

12 bps

-0.5%

-6.8%

304 bps

-1 bps

-0.5%

1.1%

Contributors

Angelina Chueh
Euro High Yield Credit

EM Corporate
Bloomberg Barclays US Munis

1.2%

3 bps

-0.2%

0.6%

Taxable Munis

2.3%

11 bps

-0.8%

0.0%

Bloomberg Barclays US MBS

25 bps

-1 bps

-0.3%

-0.9%

Chris Jorel

Bloomberg Commodity Index

221.82

1.7%

1.8%

31.5%

US High Yield Credit,
US Leveraged Loans

EUR

1.1575

-0.2%

-0.1%

-5.3%

JPY

112.79

-1.0%

-0.9%

-7.9%

Katherine Nuss

GBP

1.3648

0.5%

1.0%

-0.4%

US Investment Grade Credit

Source: Bloomberg, Merrill Lynch, as at 11 October 2021.
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Chart of the week: US 10-year inflation expectations – LTM
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Source: Bloomberg, Columbia Threadneedle Investments, as at 11 October 2021.
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Macro / government bonds
The question of whether the present elevated levels of inflation prove to be a short-lived
phenomenon is the focus for bond markets. Central bankers will have us believe that these rates
reflect temporary factors such as the reopening of the economy, surging energy/commodity prices
and supply chain disruptions (eg, microchips for automakers). For those of us living in the UK, this
has been augmented by a shortage of truck drivers (leading to fuel and other goods shortages)
and barriers to trade and labour mobility. Wages have risen too, and this rests uncomfortably with
low bond yields and has led to a degree of indigestion and rising yields these last few weeks. The
10-year US government bond is now at the highest yield level since early summer and 10-year
inflation expectations (2.5%) are close to the peak they reached in mid-May (2.55%): see chart of
the week.
We had to wait until the end of the week for the US jobs report, normally one of the most important
data releases in any month. Anything other than a complete miss was meant to mean that asset
tapering was assured at the November FOMC. Guess what happened? We were delivered the
weakest job growth number this year; well below expectations and thus complicating the US Fed’s
decision. September Non-Farm Payrolls rose by 194,000, falling short of the consensus
expectation of 500,000. Revisions higher to prior months were strongly positive (+169,000), so a
net 371,000. Weaker then, but not as weak as at it first appeared. In better news, the unemployment
rate fell to 4.8% from 5.2% and well below expectations of 5.1%. Wages also exceeded
expectations and rose 0.6% to around 5.5% y/y. Time to taper indeed!

Investment grade credit
Investment grade credit spreads continue to nudge one basis point up and down without much
direction. The recent range of global spreads (88bps and 95bps) has been in place since the end
of April this year. In the last couple of weeks, however, more ‘risky’ sectors such as contingent
capital bonds have struggled a little, with spreads widening over 30bps since mid-September, which
is a more than 10% widening. This price action is consistent with a decompression of spreads amid
concern about the growth outlook.
As we head into reporting season this week (JP Morgan, Blackrock and Delta Airlines on
Wednesday), we can expect an earnings-related lull in bond issuance, which creates a more
positive technical backdrop to markets after the post summer/pre-earnings deluge of primary
market activity that occurred in September. With regard to earnings, we shall be looking at the
effect of rising costs (goods and labour) and whether companies are able to pass these on.
We seem to be observing a degree more equity friendly / bond negative M&A type activity and
resulting market speculation. One of the most publicised examples of this is UK supermarket chain
Morrison’s, which has been taken over by a private equity firm and will very likely become a high
yield issuer within the next few weeks. This has inevitably prompted some speculation about who
will be next?

High yield credit
US high yield bond prices were lower over the week amidst swings in equities, rates and commodity
prices. The ICE BofA US HY CP Constrained index returned -0.31% while spreads were
unchanged. The yield-to-worst of the index increased 0.12% to 4.15%. According to Lipper, the
asset class experienced a small retail outflow of $294m following inflows over five of the previous
six weeks.
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European high yield posted a third negative week in a row, with single Bs as the worst performer
and CCC outperforming both BB and single Bs. This has pushed European high yields spreads
wider than US high yield spreads, first time since April 2019. This was in face of doubts on the
macro-outlook given inflation and growth concerns as well as likely due to the heavy volume of
single B issuance. It was a busy primary market with €6.3bn equivalent in eight sterling and euro
deals. These were single Bs with a dusting of CCCs. The asset class experienced an outflow of
€182m, both via ETFs and managed accounts, an increase from the previous week.
Alder Group, the German real estate group, dominated news this week given renewed allegations
of questionable practices and weak corporate governance by Viceroy Research, who are short
sellers of the issuer. While strongly denying any wrong-doing, Adler has also announced plans to
sell residential and commercial units at a value of €1.5bn (reporting sales are above book value)
with proceeds to support deleveraging. Additionally, Vonovia, Europe’s largest residential landlord,
announced they have acquired a call option, at above market price, for 13% of Adler Group’s shares.

Leveraged loans
Unlike bonds, US leveraged loan prices rose modestly over the week despite the aforementioned
volatility elsewhere. The J.P. Morgan Leveraged Loan index returned 0.10% and the retail loan
funds posted their 38th inflow in 39 weeks and the largest in three weeks ($561m).

Structured credit
The US Agency MBS market was down 43bps as rates bear steepened with the 10-year treasury
hitting 1.60. Conventional mortgages were roughly unchanged on a spread basis, while prepay
speeds for September were essentially flat. On a gross issuance basis conventionals were a bit
lower at $277bn in September while CMO issuance came in about $6bn higher. September saw
an uptick in UMBS 3s as collateral, growing to $6.2bn vs. $1.2bn in August. Affordability
pressures are a continued theme with HPA at 19.7% year-on-year. A tight supply environment
and no sign of easing credit standards are both supportive of continued home price growth, albeit
likely at a slower pace moving forward.

Asian credit
Moody’s has lifted the sovereign ratings outlook of India from negative to stable. The Baa3
sovereign rating is unchanged. Moody’s highlighted the improvement in the solvency of the Indian
financial system, better credit conditions and lower downside risks to growth from subsequent
Covid-19 infections, thanks to higher vaccination rates. Following the stabilisation of the sovereign
ratings outlook, Moody’s has also revised its negative outlook on a number of Indian banks, quasisovereign companies and infrastructure companies to stable.
All three rating agencies have downgraded Fantasia Holdings Group to default or near-default
status after the non-payment of its $208m bond, which matured on 5 October 2021. The company
is also under further scrutiny due to an opaque transaction in which Fantasia reportedly made a
partial payment to bondholders of a $100m private bond that matured on 28 September.
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Emerging markets
Gold mining companies Polyus (Russia) and Endeavour Mining (West Africa) both came to market
with US dollar offerings of $700m and $500m respectively. Gold prices are down 8% year-to-date.
In central bank news, Poland and Romania hiked rates by 40bps and 25bps respectively. Poland
raised rates for the first time since 2012 as both nations grapple with higher energy prices. Peru
also hiked rates for the third consecutive month at 50bps to 1.5%. The country is seeing the highest
inflation in 12 years because of pent-up demand, following the lifting of covid restrictions.
In responsible investment news, the UAE became the first MENA country to announce a net zero
2050 target. The plan will involve $163bn of investment in renewable energy.

Commodities

The energy crisis continues to grip the headlines. Gas prices rallied significantly but later sold off
(-0.6% on the week) following comments from Vladimir Putin that Gazprom could substantially
ramp up supplies to meet demand. Russia has criticised Europe from moving away from long-term
supply contracts.
WTI rallied 4.5% on the week and is trading above $80 as of Monday morning. The high prices in
gas and coal are driving a switch back towards oil. Saudi Aramco estimate demand is up 500,000
barrels a day.
Industrial metals had a stellar week with nickel rallying 7%. Production has been halted following
the power shortages in China and higher electricity prices in Europe. Higher energy prices in
Europe are making nickel production unattractive. Aluminium prices rose 3.8%, to the highest level
since 2008. Aluminium prices are seen as a proxy for electricity prices as electricity represents
around 40% of the cost of producing aluminium.
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Summary of fixed income asset allocation views
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Important information: For use by Professional and/or Qualified Investors only (not to be used with or passed
on to retail clients). Source for all data and information is Bloomberg as at 11.10.2021, unless otherwise stated.
This material in this publication is for information only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an order
to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments to anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer is not
authorised, or to provide investment advice or services. Offerings may be made only on the basis of the
information disclosed in the relevant offering documents and the terms and conditions under the relevant
application forms. Investment involves risk. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to this material.
Please refer to the relevant offering documents for details and the risk factors. Past performance is not a guide
to future performance. The value of investments and any income is not guaranteed and can go down as well
as up and may be affected by exchange rate fluctuations. This means that an investor may not get back the
amount invested. The research and analysis included in this publication have been produced by Columbia
Threadneedle Investments for its own investment management activities, may have been acted upon prior to
publication and is made available here incidentally. Any opinions expressed are made as at the date of
publication but are subject to change without notice and should not be seen as investment advice. Information
obtained from external sources is believed to be reliable but its accuracy or completeness cannot be
guaranteed. The mention of any specific shares or bonds should not be taken as a recommendation to deal.
This document includes forward looking statements, including projections of future economic and financial
conditions. None of Columbia Threadneedle Investments, its directors, officers or employees make any
representation, warranty, guarantee, or other assurance that any of these forward looking statements will prove
to be accurate. This document may not be reproduced in any form or passed on to any third party in whole or
in parts without the express written permission of Columbia Threadneedle Investments. This document is not
investment, legal, tax, or accounting advice. Investors should consult with their own professional advisors for
advice on any investment, legal, tax, or accounting issues relating an investment with Columbia Threadneedle
Investments. This document and its contents have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority.
Issued by Threadneedle Investments Singapore (Pte.) Limited [“TIS”], ARBN 600 027 414. TIS is exempt from
the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence under the Corporations Act and relies on Class
Order 03/1102 in marketing and providing financial services to Australian wholesale clients as defined in
Section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. TIS is regulated in Singapore (Registration number: 201101559W)
by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289), which differ from
Australian laws.
Issued by Threadneedle Investments Singapore (Pte.) Limited, 3 Killiney Road, #07-07, Winsland House 1,
Singapore 239519, which is regulated in Singapore by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under the Securities
and Futures Act (Chapter 289). Registration number: 201101559W. This advertisement has not been reviewed
by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Issued by Threadneedle Portfolio Services Hong Kong Limited 天利投資管理香港有限公司. Unit 3004,
Two Exchange Square, 8 Connaught Place, Hong Kong, which is licensed by the Securities and Futures
Commission (“SFC”) to conduct Type 1 regulated activities (CE:AQA779). Registered in Hong Kong under the
Companies Ordinance (Chapter 622), No. 1173058.
Issued by Threadneedle Asset Management Limited (TAML). Registered in England and Wales, Registered
No. 573204, Cannon Place, 78 Cannon Street, London EC4N 6AG, United Kingdom. Authorised and regulated
in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.
This document is distributed by Columbia Threadneedle Investments (ME) Limited, which is regulated by the
Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA). For Distributors: This document is intended to provide distributors
with information about Group products and services and is not for further distribution. For Institutional Clients:
The information in this document is not intended as financial advice and is only intended for persons with
appropriate investment knowledge and who meet the regulatory criteria to be classified as a Professional
Client or Marketing Counterparties and no other Person should act upon it.
Columbia Threadneedle Investments is the global brand name of the Columbia and Threadneedle
group of companies. columbiathreadneedle.com
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